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MOCK DRAFT: THE FIRST ROUND

——————————————————————



Projecting the First Round of the 2016 Draft

——————————————————————



From Antonio Brown to Julio Jones, a Comprehensive Look at

the First Round

——————————————————————

By ALCYONE BALFOUR, Contributor

THE WAR ROOM – The draft is less than two weeks away, the preseason has

begun, and we're still waiting on a more interesting headline story, so the editorial

board was like, “How about you write a list projecting who each owner will select in
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the first round of the draft? That should make a good column and allow you to avoid

having to do any real reporting or investigation.”

And I was like, “You mean a mock draft?”

So they said, “No, mock drafts are written by disreputable, cut rate columnists

who need to fill space in their sub-par publications during the dead zone prior to the

beginning of the regular season. This is a draft projection.”

“Fine,” I said. “Whatever.”

Without further ado, your 2016 First Round Mock Draft:

1. Colin Lidston: Antonio Brown, Pit WR

No one has ever drafted anything other than a wide receiver or running back

with the first overall pick. Colin has a tendency to draft running backs, doing so 80%

of the time, but Antonio Brown was the highest scoring non-Cam Newton player last

year, and is projected by ESPN to be the highest scoring player overall this season.

In 2015, he was second in the league in targets and tied for first in receptions per

game, and Roethlisberger's number two target, Martavis Bryant, is suspended for all

of 2016. If anything, Brown might be even better this season than he was last season.

It would be crazy for Colin to let him go here, given that Colin has to wait another

22 picks for his second selection, and Brown is just about the surest thing out there

this season.

2. Stef Andrews: David Johnson, Ari RB

Eighty percent of League of Doom second overall picks have been running

backs, and Stef has always taken a running back with her first pick. David Johnson

was the number three fantasy running back last year, despite not becoming the starter

in Arizona until week 13. Between weeks 13 and 17, he was the highest scoring

running back in all of fantasy, including an insane 42.9 points against the Eagles in

week 15. ESPN projects him to score the most points among running backs this

season, and so do we.

3. Jason Vicks: Todd Gurley, LA RB

This is another running back heavy spot, and Jason is another player with a

tendency to take running backs in the first round. Gurley is virtually the only thing

that the Rams have going for them, and he averaged 4.8 yards a carry last season even

though he constantly faced eight-man fronts. Despite starting only 12 games in 2015,

Gurley was eighth in scoring among running backs, and we project all the non-David
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Johnson backs ahead of him to decline this year. Gurley is the real deal, and it would

be a big surprise to see him fall past the top three picks in the draft.

4. Meredith Boram: Odell Beckham Jr., NYG WR

This spot in the draft is a little less predictable, and Meredith seems to go for

the best player available. In a 1/2 PPR league like this one, Odell Beckham Jr. is just

about the surest thing around, aside from Antonio Brown. He was seventh in the NFL

in targets last season and fifth in fantasy points at his position, despite missing a game

due to a suspension. He faces only one top-tier passing defense (the Rams) all season

long, which gives him a leg up over Julio Jones. Plus, his hair is awesome.

5. Sam Manleigh: Aaron Rodgers, GB QB

Someone has to take the first quarterback, and Sam has selected a quarterback

with 60% of his first round picks. A strong case could be made for Cam Newton here

– he was the top fantasy player last year, the NFL MVP, and probably the consensus

top quarterback this year – but we think that Sam will go with Rodgers. Remember

when we said that Sam selected a quarterback with 60% of his first round picks? One

hundred percent of the quarterbacks he selected were Aaron Rodgers. In Sam's

defense, Rodgers will have a healthy Jordy Nelson to throw the ball to this season,

Rodgers has an easier schedule than Newton, and Rodgers is no longer on speaking

terms with his media whore brother, Jordan, so he won't have that asshole around to

distract him.

6. Eric Millbrook: Cam Newton, Car QB

Eric likes to take quarterbacks in the first round, and we expect him to take

Newton here. He has had Newton before, and Newton is pretty much the best

quarterback in football, regardless of what Sam thinks. He was the top fantasy scorer

last season, and he stands a reasonable chance of repeating that this season, especially

with his top receiver, Kelvin Benjamin, actually playing this year instead of taking

the season off to “heal his ACL.”

7. Chris Baskerville: Adrian Peterson, Min RB

This spot is a bit of crap shoot, and Chris isn't quite so predictable as some

players with his first round pick. However, AP seems like a safe bet here. He seems

to be immune from the ravages of age, and injuries only make him stronger. (Rumor

has it that he derives his incredible abilities from the pain and suffering of children.)
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Also, the Vikings aren't actually capable of throwing the ball, so they're going to be

handing it to their old school workhorse back a whole damn lot, and Chris likes old

school workhorse backs.

8. Will Shannahan: Russell Wilson, Sea QB

There isn't much of a trend when it comes to the eighth pick, although

quarterbacks are at least as likely to be taken here as any other position, and Will is

at least as likely to take a quarterback with his first pick as he is to take any other

position. With Rodgers and Newton off the board, Wilson is the obvious pick here.

He was the number three quarterback last year, and his stat-line shot through the roof

when his top receiver, Doug Baldwin, exploded in week 10. If their connection holds

up, Wilson might be a steal at the eighth pick.

9. Zakk Bailey: Drew Brees, NO QB

This is a popular spot for quarterbacks, and Zakk likes to take quarterbacks in

the first round. Andrew Luck might be a valid choice here, too, but it seems likely

that Zakk would go with Brees, because Zakk was badly burned by taking Luck in

the first round last season. There are some question marks surrounding Brees – he

didn't look like himself the first seven weeks of 2015, and his receivers are largely

unproven (Coby Fleener, anyone?) – but he was devastating in week eight, with 44.3

points, and finished the season very strong, which is a promising development for his

prospects this year.

10. Jaime Richardson: Lamar Miller, Hou RB

Jaime has a history of taking running backs, and this is historically a running

back spot. Miller looks like a good bet here; he was the sixth-ranked running back in

2015, despite playing on a team that ranked last in the league in runs and split carries

between Miller and legends like Jay Ajayi and Jonas Gray. Now, he's on the Texans

– fifth in the league in runs last season – where their plug-and-play offensive system

turns nobodies into successful running backs. Miller is not a nobody, so he should

have a monster season carrying the rock 20 or more times per game for the first time

in his career.

11. Sam Denisch: Rob Gronkowski, NE TE

You know that someone is going to take him in the first round. Other Sam has

taken a tight end in the first round in the past, and we like the idea of Other Sam
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selecting a member of the hated New England Patriots in the first round. And so,

Gronk happens.

12. Ned Richardson: Julio Jones, Atl WR

Ned has a tendency to take wide receivers in the first round, and he can freely

take a running back or quarterback with the very next pick. Jones is the last of the top

tier wide receivers, and we thought it would be disingenuous to let him slip into the

second round. Jones didn't do much in 2015 – he was second among receivers in

fantasy points, first in targets, tied for first in receptions a game, and first in receiving

yards – but we think it should still be worth it to take a flyer and select Jones with the

last pick of the first round.

And there you have it. We absolutely guarantee that this will be the precise

order of the draft selections in the first round. Under no circumstances will it be

possible that any other scenario could play out. We are so sure of this that we will

give you 100% of your subscription fee back if we are wrong.
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DRAFT PREVIEW: QUARTERBACKS

——————————————————————



Cam Newton Leads a Somewhat Weak Quarterback Class

——————————————————————

By SYNERGY COCHRAN, Contributor

THE SANCTUARY OF STATISTICS — In 242 hours, the League of Doom

draft will commence. In light of this fact, we will examine the top ten players at each

position over the next two issues. We start with quarterbacks, defenses/special teams,

and kickers. (Defenses and special teams are on page fifteen and kickers are on page

twenty. — Ed.) In all probability, several owners are going to arrive for the draft

without having made even the slightest preparation, so this series should be a useful

and valuable public service.

Our analysis begins with the quarterbacks. Thirteen quarterbacks have been

taken in the first round of the League of Doom draft. These quarterback selections

have taken up 24.07% of all first round picks. There is a mean of 2.6 quarterbacks

taken in the first round each season, with the first one taken with the fourth pick, on

average. The highest a quarterback has been selected was second overall, and the

lowest pick at which the first quarterback was taken was ninth. In 2013, only one

quarterback was selected in the first round (Aaron Rodgers), the least in league

history. In 2012, four quarterbacks were taken in the first round, the most in league

history. Only one quarterback, Aaron Rodgers, has been selected in the first round

every single season.

Despite their relatively scarcity in first round selections, quarterbacks are the

most common position in the top five scoring fantasy players each season, taking up

60% of the top five players in league history. They also have composed 60% of the

number one scoring players each year, with Cam Newton the most recent example.

This year, there is a fairly substantial drop after the top three quarterbacks, and

another drop after the fifth. The two biggest quarterback names of their generation

— Peyton Manning and Tom Brady — have either retired or been suspended, and

their frequent also-rans, Aaron Rodgers and Drew Brees, had off years in 2015. We

may be looking at a changing of the guards at quarterback, with Cam Newton, Russell

Wilson, Andrew Luck, and a surprising Blake Bortles securing their spots among the

elite signal callers. Quarterback is a position in transition, which makes things

especially unpredictable this year, given their importance in fantasy football.

Without further ado, here are our 2016 quarterback rankings:
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1. Cam Newton, Car (1st in 2015; Week 7 Bye)

Newton had a career year in 2015. He personally accounted for 45 touchdowns;

his 35 passing touchdowns were the second most in the league, and his 10 rushing

touchdowns were first among quarterbacks — and tied for second for rushing

touchdowns at any position. He also tied for second most yards per completion, at

13.0. And he did all of this without a number one receiver; after Greg Olsen, his tight

end, four different receivers caught at least 30 passes, and none had more than 44

receptions. This year, he'll have his top receiver, Kelvin Benjamin, back, which may

help to offset some of the regression to the mean that is likely to occur.

2. Aaron Rodgers, GB (8th in 2015; Week 4 Bye)

Rodgers was a little off last season — possibly the worst season of his career as

a starter. But the worst season of his career would be among the best seasons for most

quarterbacks’ careers: he threw for 3,821 yards and 31 touchdowns, while only

throwing eight interceptions. However, both of his top receivers (Randall Cobb and

Davante Adams) dropped passes at a rate placing them in the top 10 in the league.

This season, Rodgers gets Jordy Nelson back. Nelson is one of the best receivers in

the league, placing in the top ten in yards each season since becoming a starter. A

dynamic player like Nelson should place Rodgers back towards the top of his position

once more.

3. Russell Wilson, Sea (3rd in 2015; Week 5 Bye)

Through week 10 of last year, Wilson had a mediocre-at-best season. Starting

with the week 11 game against San Francisco, however, Wilson exploded on a sevenweek run where he threw for 25 touchdowns and ran for another, all while only

turning the ball over once. Almost certainly not coincidentally, Doug Baldwin went

wild over the same period, making 40 receptions for 590 yards and 11 touchdowns

over those seven weeks (making him the top fantasy receiver over that time). For the

season, Wilson was sixth in the league in passing touchdowns, sixth lowest in

interception percentage, and third in completion percentage. However, he also had

the sixth highest sack percentage last year. Fortunately for Wilson — and whoever

drafts him — the League Managers have halved the points penalty to quarterbacks

when they are sacked. If Wilson keeps his late-season performance going throughout

2016, he will throw 352 receptions for 4,357 yards, 57 touchdowns, and just two
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interceptions. This is absurdly unlikely, but a significant fraction of that performance

would still make Wilson the best quarterback in the league.

4. Andrew Luck, Ind (27th in 2015; Week 10 Bye)

Andrew Luck was not good last season, and when he wasn't being not good, it

was because he was busy being injured. In 2014, he was the number two fantasy

quarterback; in 2013, he was the number three fantasy quarterback; and in 2012, his

rookie season, he was the number 11 fantasy quarterback. We suspect that 2015 was

an aberration, and that Luck will return to form in 2016. Simply playing a full,

uninjured season should help him to get into a rhythm, something he couldn't do last

year. Combine that with regression to the mean, and whoever takes Luck should have

a pretty serviceable starting quarterback for the season.

5. Drew Brees, NO (6th in 2015; Week 5 Bye)

Drew Brees has not finished outside of the top eight quarterbacks in a fantasy

season for a decade. Last season was far from his best, but he was still sixth among

fantasy quarterbacks. He also still threw for a league-high 4,870 yards, his 68.3%

completion percentage was second in the league, and his 32 touchdown passes were

seventh in the league. Despite not having a particularly strong arm, he was also sixth

in the league in yards per attempt. His mean weekly score was 19.25 points, and his

median weekly score was 16.4 points. Brees may be at the bottom of the tier 1A

quarterbacks, but you would be hard-pressed to find a more consistent and reliable

quarterback. If the Saints could actually field a team around him, he would likely

vault back into the top echelon of signal callers.

6. Ben Roethlisberger, Pit (20th in 2015; Week 8 Bye)

Roethlisberger missed four games and the start of a fifth due to injury last

season, and he had the worst interception rate among quarterbacks who started 10 or

more games. He has a history of injury, having started all 16 games only three times

in his 12-year NFL career. Moreover, he'll be missing his number two receiver,

Martavis Bryant, due to a year-long suspension; his shiny, brand-new pass-catching

tight end, Ladarius Green, is suffering mysterious injuries that could result in the

Steelers never seeing him take the field; and as of this writing, star running back

Le'Veon Bell has been unable to successfully appeal his four-game suspension to

start the season.
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Promisingly, however, Big Ben had the fourth-lowest sack rate among

quarterbacks who started 10 or more games last season — and the lowest sack rate

and best completion percentage of his career. He also still has the best receiving

weapon in the league with Antonio Brown, and DeAngelo Williams has proven to be

a more than adequate backup to Bell. If he is truly healthy, and his line can protect

him, he should, at minimum, be a quality starting quarterback. Anyone who drafts

him, though, should take extra care to select a serviceable number two at the position.

7. Blake Bortles, Jac (5th in 2015; Week 5 Bye)

Blake Bortles' performance in 2015 was a major surprise, but he shouldn't be a

surprise any more. He tied for second in the league with 35 passing touchdowns and

third in the league with 25 red zone passing touchdowns, and he had a mean weekly

fantasy score of 18.16 with a median of 19.95. On the other hand, he also led the

league in interceptions and sacks, with 18 and 51, respectively. Moreover, the Jaguars

brought in Chris Ivory, who produced six of his seven touchdowns in the red zone,

so they may not rely as much on Bortles' arm in the red zone this year. (In fact, Bortles

also led the Jaguars in rushing touchdowns in the red zone, with two; T.J. Yeldon had

only one.) Nevertheless, another year of NFL experience should result in Bortles

having a more than respectable season.

8. Eli Manning, NYG (10th in 2015; Week 8 Bye)

Manning — now the only Manning in the league, until Marshall Manning,

Peyton's son, graduates from Ole Miss in 2033 — is frustratingly inconsistent from

week-to-week, but encouragingly consistent year-to-year. Last season, he was fourth

in the league in passing attempts, sixth in yards, tied for second in touchdowns, and

sixth lowest in sack percentage. These numbers were first, second, first, and third in

his career, respectively. He has never missed a game since he became the starter, and

his last two seasons, under offensive coordinator Ben McAdoo, have been the most

prolific — and safest, in terms of interceptions — of Manning's career. McAdoo is

now the head coach, so Manning remains in the system that has treated him so well.

Unfortunately, his fantasy performance is all over the board; last year, he had four

weeks where he scored in the single digits, and four weeks where he scored 20 or

more points. This unpredictability prevents him from being rated higher.

9. Carson Palmer, Ari (4th in 2015; Week 9 Bye)
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